Visualization experiments of a solid cylinder suspended by laminar flow
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\textbf{Abstract}

The suspension of a single cylindrical particle in a square stirred tank was investigated by detailed visualization experiments. The flow pattern in the tank generated by a spinning disk is laminar (Reynolds numbers based on the disk diameter are less than 50). The cylinder’s motion and orientation were recorded by two cameras at 100 frames per second and then quantitatively analyzed. The length over diameter aspect ratio of the cylinders was varied in the range 1 – 8. The angular speed of the spinning disk at which incipient lift-off of the cylinder occurs depends on the cylinder’s diameter and its aspect ratio. Beyond an aspect ratio of about 5, this critical disk speed only weakly depends on the aspect ratio indicating that then the hydrodynamic force on the cylinder approximately scales with its length. The self-rolling as well as the azimuth sliding over the tank bottom were quantitatively identified when the cylinder approached being lifted off. The suspension phenomenon of the cylinder with aspect ratio 1 is different from other cylinders. We obtained highly reproducible results for the trajectory and orientation of the cylinder during the suspension process that can serve as benchmark data for critical evaluation of computational approaches.

© 2023 Institution of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

Entrainment of solid particles in a liquid stream is a common phenomenon in nature and in engineered systems such as sediment transport in rivers, dredging pipelines transporting slurry, heterogeneous liquid-phase reactions on solid catalyst surfaces, and crystallization processes in agitated reactors.

In agitated tanks, suspending solids in a liquid phase increases the contact area of the two phases which enhances mass transfer. Therefore, determining critical conditions for solids suspension is significant for the design and operation of stirred tanks: near critical conditions, most of the solids are suspended with minimum power input. Many studies have been carried out to determine the critical suspension conditions. (Zwietering, 1958) proposed the concept of just suspended speed $N_{js}$ and established a widely-used correlation for $N_{js}$ including many factors such as size of the vessel,
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Greek letters:

- $\alpha$: Azimuth angle [°].
- $\beta$: Elevation angle [°].
- $\gamma$: Auxiliary angle of cylinder [°].
- $\theta$: Shields number, $\theta = \mu NS/(g\rho_\eta) V$ [-].
- $\theta_{LO}$: Shields number based on critical lift-off impeller speed, $\theta = \mu N_{LO} S/(g\rho_\eta) V$ [-].
- $\mu$: Dynamic viscosity of the silicone oil [Pa·s].
- $\nu$: Kinematic viscosity of the silicone oil [m²/s].
- $\rho$: Density of the silicone oil [kg/m³].
- $\rho_p$: Cylinder density [kg/m³].
- $\omega$: Self-rotation angle of cylinder [°].

Differe from the above situations, solid particles in many processes do not have a spherical shape. For example, the shape of rough wrought biomass particles is generally irregular, often fibrous, and clearly non-spherical. Such particles are often present in the conversion process of biomass energy in the stirred reactor (Zheng et al., 2019). Biomass had been recognized as a promising resource for future energy (Pang, 2019).

Many researchers have focused on the motion of non-spherical particles through liquid. Extensive experimental works about the settling of irregular particles have been conducted. They investigated the terminal settling velocity, drag coefficient and orientation of particles (Haider and Levenspiel, 1989; Tran-Cong et al., 2004). (Liu and Joseph, 1993) studied long cylinders falling in viscoelastic liquids. They measured the tilt angles of cylinders while settling and found that its angle with the horizontal varies from 0° (inertia dominated) to 90° (viscoelasticity dominated). (Turney et al., 1995) used Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to experimentally study fiber suspensions and obtained a correlation between terminal settling velocity and aspect ratio. Furthermore, some researchers explored the wall effect on the settling of cylindrical particles and established an empirical model (Lau et al., 2010; Unnikrishnan and Chhabra, 1991). (Chhabra et al., 1999) collected experimental data about settling particles including cylinders, prisms, discs, and cubes. The particles’ sphericity ranged from 0.09 to 1 and the flow varied from creeping flow to turbulent flow. They evaluated some widely used correlations for estimating the drag coefficient of non-spherical particles. There are also many computational works about non-spherical particles (Derksen, 2019; Derksen, 2020; Qi, 2001; Salmela et al., 2007). Most of these studies have shown that non-spherical particles exhibit preferable orientation while falling through a quiescent fluid (Fan et al., 2004; Jianzhong et al., 2003).

Recently the suspension with non-spherical particles in agitated systems attracted many researchers’ attention. (Fan and Xu, 2017a, b) experimentally studied fiber particles in a baffled tank stirred with a standard six-blade Rushton turbine in the laminar and turbulent regime. Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) was used to identify the influence of impeller speed, fiber aspect ratio and solids concentration on the velocity field and the orientation of fibers. Comparing the velocity distribution of fiber particles with spherical particles, they found that the particle’s shape has an influence on the particle and fluid velocity variation over space in laminar flow. (Derksen, 2020) simulated the critical suspension and orientation of cylindrical particles in three-dimensional laminar flow. The overall solids volume fraction was 15% (the number of cylinders was of the order of one thousand). The aspect ratio of the cylinders ranges from 1 to 4. The simulated results show that the cylindrical particles with a larger aspect ratio are easier to be suspended.

In previous work (Mo et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018), we studied suspension processes of spherical particles in mixing tanks at a fundamental level. Focusing on mechanisms of single-particle suspension, (Mo et al., 2015) combined experiments and simulations to study a single spherical particle in a stirred tank and the way it is entrained by the fluid flow. The motion of the sphere was quantitatively visualized in detail. For the specific conditions studied, the scaling of the suspending force with the impeller speed was intermediate between viscous and inertial scaling. The simulated results based on the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) agreed with experimental data within a 3% uncertainty. (Wang et al., 2018) studied multi-spheres suspension in laminar stirred tank flow. They found stable patterns of particles obstructing the suspension process. The pressure gradient around spheres on or close to the bottom wall plays an important role during the lift-off process.
of the diameter and aspect ratio on the cylinder’s incipient vertical motion. The second aim is to develop reliable and reproducible image detection and analysis based on a two-camera system to measure the centroid and the orientation of the cylinder during suspension so that its motion can be quantified. The third aim is to compare the motion and orientation of cylinders over a range of aspect ratios qualitatively and quantitatively. The overarching aim is to generate an experimental data set that can be built upon when extending our experimental work to multi-cylinder systems and can be used for validating numerical simulation procedures involving non-spherical particles in fluid flow.

The paper is organized as follows: the experimental setup including apparatus geometry, liquid conditions, and particle properties are described first. Next, experimental methods, quantitative visualization of cylinder motion as well as the criterion for determining critical conditions are introduced. In the results and discussion section, first the critical impeller speeds as a function of cylinder diameter and aspect ratio are presented and interpreted. Then, quantitative information about cylinder motion (trajectory and orientation) is discussed, with an emphasis on reproducibility of the experiments and the linear offset distance model of the cylindrical particle before it is suspended. The final section reiterates the main conclusions and puts forward future research.

2. Experiment setup

2.1. Flow system

The experiments were conducted in a square, flat-bottomed tank in order to have better optical access for understanding solids suspension mechanism, and the flow was agitated by using a rotating disk. The geometry of the tank and the disk, as well as the Cartesian coordinates, are shown in Fig. 1(a).

The side length of the tank is \( T = 0.220 \) m, and the liquid height inside the tank is \( H = T \). The diameter of the disk is \( D = 0.5 \) T, and its off-bottom clearance is \( C = 0.25 \) T. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system is at the bottom center of the tank.

Dimethyl silicone oil (supplied from Shanghai Lubao Company) was chosen as the working liquid because of its stability and transparency. The dynamic viscosity of the liquid was measured by a MARS40 Rheometer (Haake, Germany). The correlation between the dynamic viscosity \( \mu \) (in Pa·s) and mean temperature \( T_m \) (in °C) is \( \mu = 2.8573 - 0.03533T_m \). At the start and the end of each experiment, we measured the temperature of the liquid at two locations that are indicated in Fig. 1(a). The mean temperature in each experiment was the average of the four measured temperatures, and it was controlled at 25.2 ± 0.1°C by using air conditioning. With temperature fluctuating about ± 0.1°C, the variation of the dynamic viscosity is no more than 0.2%. The density of the dimethyl silicone oil is \( \rho = 965 \) kg/m³.

PTFE (Poly tetra fluoroethylene) cylinders with five diameters \( d \) and various lengths \( l \) were used in the experiments (see Table S1 in the appendix). The aspect ratio \( l/d \) of the cylinders used for determining critical lift-off condition ranges from approximately 1 to 8. The density ratio of the cylinders and the silicone oil is \( \rho_\text{silicone}/\rho = 2.28 \).

We aim to quantify critical conditions for the cylinders being suspended. We defined the critical lift-off speed \( N_{\text{LO}} \) (in revolutions per second) as the lowest rotational speed of the disk so that the cylinder could be lifted off the tank bottom within 60 s (in the next sub-section it is explained when the clock is started). The uncertainty of the \( N_{\text{LO}} \) in our experiments is less than 1.0%. For example, the \( N_{\text{LO}} \) for the cylinder with \( d = 12.00 \) mm and \( l/d = 3.00 \) is 410 rpm, as shown in Table S1. If we decrease the rotational speed by around 1% to 407 rpm, the cylinder is not lifted off within 60 s. Each experiment was repeated at least three times.

In this study, we used several dimensionless numbers. The Reynolds number in the agitated tank is defined as \( \text{Re} = \frac{\mu T}{\rho} \) with \( \mu \) the kinematic viscosity of the liquid (in m²/s). The highest Reynolds number is less than 50, which means the flow in the tank is laminar (Lamberto et al., 1999; Takahashi et al., 2012; Zalc et al., 2001). The viscous Shields number accounts for the presence of cylinders in the flow. Given the non-spherical shape of the particles used, the viscous Shields number is based on their volume \( V \) and surface area \( S \): \( \theta = \frac{\mu S}{\rho g D d} \), where \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration (in m/s²). The Shields number indicates the ratio of viscous force suspending the cylinder to net gravity force pulling the particle down.

2.2. Visualization experiment and image processing

Our experimental procedure was as follows: a cylindrical particle was initially placed at the bottom of the tank with particle center location \( (x, y, z) = (0.0, -0.5d, 0.5d) \), which is shown in Fig. 1(b). We determined the first estimate for the target speed with a constant acceleration of 100 revolution/minute/s (rpm/s). If the cylinder could not be lifted off within 60 s starting from the moment the disk started to rotate we increased the target speed by less than 1% and repeated the experiment from scratch. The critical lift-off speed \( N_{\text{LO}} \) was achieved until the cylinder could be lifted off within 60 s, and the uncertainty of the \( N_{\text{LO}} \) was less than 1%. Our previous research reports that laminar flow reaches steady state very shortly after the end of accelerating process of the impeller (Mo et al., 2015). When the cylindrical particle was lifted off, the overall flow field in the tank had already reached steady state. Therefore, the acceleration process doesn’t affect the cylinder’s suspension.

Two high-speed cameras (Dantec Dynamics A/S, Denmark) were used to monitor the motion of the cylinder, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Camera A was set near the side wall of the tank and captured the vertical motion of the cylinder. Camera B was underneath the tank and captured the motion of the cylinder in the horizontal plane. The cylinders were painted white, and strong lights were used to make the captured images sharp and contrast-rich. A resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixel² with 0.15 and 0.14 mm per pixel for side and bottom respectively and a capture frequency of 100 frames per second (fps) were used. Representative raw images in side and bottom view are shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b).

The raw images were processed and analyzed in a Matlab environment (version: R2022a, MathWorks, USA) to capture the movement information of the cylinder. First, the raw image was pre-processed via binarization and mathematical morphology operations (van den Boomgaard and van Balen, 1992) to obtain the binary image of the cylinder and wipe off interference. Then, the Matlab function bwlabel (Haralick and Shapiro, 1992) and regionprops (Zhang and Yu, 2017) were
employed to find the center location and calculate the orientation of the cylinder. The \texttt{bwlabel} function returned a matrix that contains labels for the 8-connected objects found in the above pre-processed binary image. Next, the \texttt{regionprops} function returned the values of properties specified for each 8-connected object in the binary image. Finally, the so obtained data can be used to calculate the cylinder’s centroid and orientation. The image processing procedure has been illustrated in Fig. 2 (c), 2 (d) and 2 (e). As one can see, the cylinder’s outline, center location, and deflection direction are displayed accurately. The detection is fully automatic. However, there are some raw frames where the contrast between the cylinder and the background is weak so that cylinder’s details are lost and the Matlab code could not process the images correctly. In these cases, manual operation to enhance image contrast is necessary.

The orientation of cylindrical particles is an important characteristic. (Qi et al., 2014; Qi et al., 2012) presented a measurement method to obtain the orientation of fibrous particles while settling in air. They employed a two-dimensional particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) system to capture the particle’s motion and calculated the fiber’s orientation based on the coordinates of its end-points. (Krueger et al., 2015) presented a novel experimental set-up based on a drop shaft armed with two digital cameras which automatically obtained the motion information of irregular particle and determined the orientation of the particle. (Chen et al., 2019) used X-ray particle tracking velocimetry (XPTV) to obtain the motion information of a cylindrical particle in a fluidized bed. They then utilized trigonometric functions to determine the 3D orientation of the cylinders. Inspired by these References [33,35,37–38], we established a new method to characterize the orientation of the cylinder during its suspension.

Fig. 3 schematically shows how the orientation of a cylinder was determined. As the \((i, j, k)\) are the three components of the unit vector representing the orientation of the cylinder, the angle \(\alpha\) between the \(x\) axis and the projection of the cylinder in the \(x-y\) plane satisfies the following equation:

\[
\tan \alpha = \frac{j}{i}
\]

Similarly, the angle \(\gamma\) between the \(x\) axis and the projection of the cylinder in the \(x-z\) plane satisfies the following equation:
As we measured the angles $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ directly in the experiments, we then can calculate the angle $\beta$. The calculation of the elevation angle ($\beta$) depends on the azimuth angle ($\alpha$) and the auxiliary angle ($\gamma$). The angles $\gamma$ and $\alpha$ are independent. Finally, we choose the azimuth angle $\alpha$ and the elevation angle $\beta$ to represent the orientation of the cylinder. The angle $\alpha$ ranges from 0° to 360°, and the angle $\beta$ from 0° to 90°.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. Critical lift-off impeller speed $N_{LO}$

We listed the results of lift-off experiments in the Appendix (Table S1). All particles are made of the same solid material and therefore all have the same density. We therefore expect the impeller speed to achieve lift-off to increase with increasing volume of the particle.

Fig. 4(a) shows the critical impeller speed $N_{LO}$ to lift off the cylinder with five different diameters as a function of the cylinder’s aspect ratio $l/d$. One trend that can be discerned in the Fig. 4(a) is an initial increase of $N_{LO}$ with aspect ratio and then (beyond an $l/d$ of approximately 5–6) $N_{LO}$ levels off or even decreases. The latter implies that at that rotational speed of the disk the hydrodynamic force responsible for lifting off the particle is more or less proportional to the length of the cylinder. For $l/d$ smaller than 4, it clearly is easier to suspend the shorter cylinder – likely due to its larger surface to volume ratio.

Fig. 4(a) also shows – quite surprisingly – that except for the cylindrical particles with diameters of 12.00 mm and 14.00 mm, when $l/d > 5.0$, the $N_{LO}$ decreases with increasing diameter. This, in our opinion, demonstrates the influence of the way and extent to which the cylinders are exposed to the fluid flow. The same data as in Fig. 4(a) have been rescaled in Fig. 4(b): instead of the lift-off impeller speed, the vertical axis now shows the viscous Shields number $\theta$. Clearly, $\theta$ is able to capture the effect of the aspect ratio: for a certain diameter of the cylinder, $\theta_{LO}$ is to a very good approximation independent of $l/d$. Given that the denominator of $\theta$ is the net weight of the cylinder, the numerator of $\theta$ ($\mu NS$) therefore is proportional to the hydrodynamic force lifting off the particle. The laminar flow conditions then dictate that force is proportional to the dynamic viscosity $\mu$ and the impeller speed $N$. Given the results in Fig. 4(b), the surface area $S$ in the Shields number accounts well for the effect the aspect ratio $l/d$ has on the suspension process. Fig. 4(c) shows that $\theta_{LO}$ for the situations investigated here is to a good approximation inversely proportional to the cylinder diameter $d$. This dependency represents the effect of the exposure of the cylinder to the fluid flow generated by the rotating disk. Martino et al.’s research (Martino et al., 2009) shows that the initial motion of cylindrical particles is related to their area exposed to shear flow. It can be appreciated by looking at Fig. 4(d) that shows an impression of the single-phase flow in the mixing tank at a representative Reynolds number of 42.54 (Mo et al., 2015). The lattice–Boltzmann method was used to solve the single-phase flow field, and the numerical details could be referred to the work (Mo et al., 2015). It proves that the further the cylinder protrudes in this laminar flow, i.e. the larger its diameter, the stronger it feels the flow and thus the lower the value of $\theta$ required for its suspension.
3.2. Reproducibility of monitoring the lift-off & suspension process

The process of cylinder suspension is shown in Fig. 5. We divide the suspension process into three stages. During Stage 1, the cylinder moves over the tank bottom from the initial position to near the center of the tank bottom and then it moves and rotates over the bottom of the tank as a result of the flow generated by the spinning disk. Its main motion in this stage is spinning around a vertical axis along with translation over a path slightly away from the center of the bottom. During this stage, the cylinder will rotate progressively fast. It is interesting that the slight off-center location of the cylinder is different from that of the sphere, as the sphere rotates exactly in the center of the tank bottom in Stage 1 (Wang et al., 2019). In Stage 2, one end of the cylinder rises first and its elevation increases gradually. After the whole cylinder has detached from the bottom wall, it translates vertically toward the disk thereby continually changing its orientation. Upon approaching the lower surface of the disk, it gets oriented horizontally. In Stage 3, the cylinder swirls underneath the disk and then gets ejected into the bulk of the tank. The first stage takes most time (up to 60 s); the other two stages take 1–2 s (see Fig. 5).

The phenomena shown in Fig. 5 are also valid for the cylinder with \( \frac{l}{d} = 1.00 \) in its initial suspension. But during resuspension, one of the end surfaces might land on the bottom, and then the cylinder could not be lifted off anymore. That is, the flat surface contact is more difficult to be broken.

In this section we are primarily concerned with the reproducibility of the suspension process. This is mainly because in our largely axisymmetric flow geometry we observe departures of the cylinder from the centerline during Stage 1 of suspension as well as lifting off of the cylinder from one side first during Stage 2. This might have to do with inherent instabilities and/or slight (random) imperfections in the mixing tank or cylinder geometry.

In order to reduce error in image processing, in this section we only consider the cylinder with \( d = 12.00 \text{ mm} \) and \( \frac{l}{d} = 3.00 \) so that we can increase the number of pixels occupied by the image of the cylinder. In addition, we want the cylinder to be able to assume a vertical orientation while rising to the spinning disk so that its length should be smaller than
the distance between the lower disk surface and the bottom of the tank.

For two realizations of the experiment with a cylinder with \( d = 12.00 \text{ mm} \) and \( l/d = 3.00 \), the results of the quantitative visualizations are shown in Figs. 6–8. Overall, the experiment shows good reproducibility in all three stages. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the cylinders move from the initial position to the near center of the tank bottom, and there is almost no difference between the two realizations. We define the azimuth angle \( \alpha \) of the cylinder in the initial position as 270°, and \( \alpha \) changes from 270° to 360° (or 0°) and to 90° in this panel. In Fig. 6(b), we can see that the cylinder’s centroid location gradually shifts away slightly from the bottom center. Though the trajectories for the two realizations are not the same, they show the same pattern with comparable radial location as a function of time (note that the radial centroid positions are of the order of 0.01 \( T \) which only is a few millimeter). During this stage, the flow makes the cylinder roll and/or slide over the bottom with the cylinder having a line contact with the bottom wall. We also added dotted rectangles in Fig. 6 as well as Figs. 8 and 12 (they are approximately 2.5% of the actual size of the cylinders) to display the azimuth angle \( \alpha \) of the cylinder at different locations. At the beginning, its orientation is uncorrelated with its trajectory. When the cylinder has moved further away from the center, it tends to orient tangentially until one end rises and the cylinder lifts off. In addition, we find that the trajectory reproducibility of the last loop before the cylinder

Fig. 5 – The lift-off process for the cylinder with \( d = 12.00 \text{ mm} \) and \( l/d = 3.00 \). The time at the moment of cylinder’s position was given in each panel, and \( t = 0 \) was defined as the moment the impeller started.

Fig. 6 – Stage 1: Cylinder’s motion over the bottom for the cylinder with \( d = 12.00 \text{ mm} \) and \( l/d = 3.00 \). In this view the disk rotates in the counterclockwise direction. (a) The cylinder moves from its initial position to near the center of the tank bottom where \( \alpha \) of the cylinder is 90°; (b) the cylinder moves in a quasi-circular motion around the center of the tank bottom as marked with a black cross, and the starting points marked with “S” in this panel coincide with the ending points in the left panel. “R1” and “R2” are two realizations at the same experimental conditions.
The effect of instability or random parameters such as roughness on the offset distance diminishes gradually near the lift-off moment. We will focus on parameters influencing the offset distance before lifting off in Section 3.3.

Fig. 7 – Stage 2: Cylinder’s rising motion to the disk for the cylinder with \( d = 12.00 \text{ mm} \) and \( l/d = 3.00 \). (a) The cylinder’s vertical location as a function of time; (b) the cylinder’s vertical velocity as a function of time; (c) the azimuth angle \( \alpha \) as a function of vertical height; (d) the elevation angle \( \beta \) as a function of vertical height. In panels (a) and (b), \( t = 0 \) is defined as the moment when the cylinder’s centroid height \( z = (0.5 + 0.1)d \). “R1” and “R2” are two realizations at the same experimental conditions.

is lifted off is better than the previous loops for the two realizations. That is, the effect of instability or random parameters such as roughness on the offset distance diminishes gradually near the lift-off moment. We will focus on parameters influencing the offset distance before lifting off in Section 3.3.

Fig. 7 shows the process of the cylinder rising from the bottom towards the spinning disk for two realizations of the experiment (R1 and R2). The way the cylinder orientation changes first from horizontal to vertical and then back to horizontal agrees well between R1 and R2, as shown in Fig. 7(a), and the dotted rectangles (they are approximately 5.0% of the actual size of the cylinders) are added to display the elevation angle \( \beta \) of the cylinder at different times, the solid line rectangle is added to display the max elevation angle \( \beta \) of the cylinder at \( z/C = 0.45 \). This effect has been further detailed in Fig. 7(d) that shows the elevation angle \( \beta \) as a function of the vertical cylinder location. It is striking to see a very sharp peak in \( \beta \) at \( z/C = 0.45 \). The vertical velocity of the cylinder in Fig. 7(b) was calculated by using numerical differentiation:

\[
v_i(i) = \frac{z(i+2) - 8z(i+1) + 8z(i-1) - z(i-2)}{12\Delta t}
\]

with \( z(i) \) vertical coordinate at moment \( i \), and \( \Delta t = 0.01 \text{ s} \) the time interval between two camera frames. In addition, the azimuth angle \( \alpha \) shows very reproducible behavior as well, see Fig. 7(c).

The cylinder’s swirling motion underneath the spinning disk is illustrated in Fig. 8. At Stage 3 of the suspension process, there is a narrow gap between the cylinder and the disk (see the panel at \( t = 49.41 \text{ s} \) Fig. 5). When the elevation angle \( \beta \) is less than \( 10^\circ \), we suppose the cylinder is approximately parallel to the \( x-y \) plane so that only the azimuth angle \( \alpha \) is analyzed. The strong rotational motion of the cylinder and associated centrifugal force make that it aligns with the horizontal trajectory until it reaches the edge of the disk where it is caught by the bulk flow in the mixing tank which slows down the far end of the cylinder. As before, we see good reproducibility between realizations R1 and R2.

During Stage 1 of the suspension of the cylinder, the translation over the bottom wall is a combination of rolling and sliding. To quantitatively describe the rolling and sliding, we drew two orthogonal rectangles on the surface of the cylinder, two circles with different dashed lines on the cylindrical surface, and two types of arrows with the same direction on each end surface, as shown in Fig. 9. In the last panel of Fig. 9, the cylinder’s centroid height is lifted to \( z = (0.5 + 0.1)d \) at 47.02 s. We define both the self-rolling angle \( \omega \) and azimuth sliding angle \( \alpha \) as 0° at 35.42 s, and the two angles at each moment were calculated by utilizing the side view and bottom view of the cylinder. The right-hand rule can be used to determine the rolling direction of the cylinder. With the thumb pointing to the end surface of the cylinder with the complete arrows (see the arrows at 37.82 s) along the cylinder’s axis, the cylinder rolls in the direction of the fingers closing on the palm. It is interesting to note that the self-rolling, as well as the azimuth sliding, are more and more obvious when the cylinder approaches being lifted off, if we...
compare the cylinder movements in the middle row and those in the bottom row.

### 3.3. The effect of aspect ratio on the lift-off & suspension process

At each stage, the visualization results for six cylinders of diameter \( d = 12.00 \, \text{mm} \) with six different aspect ratios are compared, illustrating systematically the influence of aspect ratio ranging from 1 to 6 on the suspension process. When \( l/d \geq 5.0 \), the length of the cylinder is larger than the off-bottom clearance of the disk so that it cannot get upright \( (\beta = 90^\circ) \) in Stage 2. Fig. 10 (a) shows trajectories of the centroid of the cylinders moving over the bottom (Stage 1) until the moment they get lifted off. It is found that aspect ratio has negligible effect on the trajectories. But if we zoom in the trajectories near the bottom center, we can observe that the higher the aspect ratio, the farther away from the center lift-off occurs, see Fig. 10 (b). This likely is because the hydrodynamic forces and the asymmetry of their distribution over the length of the cylinder get stronger with greater distance from the center of the bottom of the mixing tank.

We calculated the ultimate offset distance \( r \) which is the radial distance between the cylinder’s centroid and the center of tank bottom at the lift-off moment at which the cylinder center was lifted to \( z = (0.5 + 0.1)d \). We also calculated \( r \) for the cylinder being lifted to various heights and ensured that one end of the cylinder is still in contact with the tank bottom. Fig. 10 (c) shows the offset distance \( r \), which is the average value of two realizations, as a function of the aspect ratio. Good linear correlations are obtained for each \( h/d \) with coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) larger than 0.99. Every linear relationship is observed with a non-zero intercept meaning that also very short cylinders would require some deviation from the tank bottom before they can be lifted off. We also find that the offset distance \( r \) is positively correlated with \( h \) for the same cylinder, which means that the cylindrical particles do not rise along a vertical line toward the disk compared with spherical particles (Mo et al., 2015).

The vertical motion (Stage 2) of the cylinders is analyzed in Fig. 11. As the error of the elevation angle \( \beta \) for the cylinder with aspect ratio of 1.00 is too large, we remove the panel on its elevation angle versus vertical position. The ultimate vertical height of cylinder’s centroid decreases with increasing aspect ratio as shown in Fig. 11 (a). The shortest cylinder with the aspect ratio of 1.00 could be lifted to the height \( z = 0.813 \). If a horizontally oriented cylinder were to touch the disk, its centroid would be at \( z = 45.315 \, \text{mm} = 0.824 \). We thus see that there remains a gap between the spinning disk and the suspended cylinder with the gap width increasing with aspect ratio.

Fig. 11 (b) shows that the vertical velocity profiles of all cylinders have two peaks. We thus found that all six cylinders briefly decelerate on their way up. For the cylinders with \( 3.00 \leq l/d \leq 6.00 \), the deceleration happens at the height of \( z = 0.45 \). At this vertical level, the velocity field underneath the disk in the vertical center plane changes from converging (radially inward) to diverging (radially outward) as shown in
Fig. 10 – Effect of aspect ratio on the cylinder’s rotating motion over the bottom. (a) The cylinder moves from the initial position to near the center of the tank bottom ($\alpha = 90^\circ$); (b) the last loop of the cylinder moving around the tank bottom center as marked with a black cross; (c) radial location of the cylinder as a function of aspect ratio $l/d$ at five lift-off heights $h = z - 0.5d$. Cylinder diameter is $d = 12.00$ mm.

Fig. 11 – Effect of aspect ratio on cylinder’s rising motion to the rotating disk. (a) The cylinder’s vertical location as a function of time; (b) the cylinder’s vertical velocity as a function of time; (c) the elevation angle $\beta$ as a function of vertical height. Cylinder diameter $d = 12.00$ mm; aspect ratios $l/d$ as indicated.
Fig. 4(d). For the cylinder with $4.00 \leq l/d \leq 6.00$, its highest end point is so close to the disk at this moment that it only can rise very slowly, which corresponds with and almost zero vertical velocity (i.e. a plateau in the height versus time curve). Especially, for the cylinders with $5.00 \leq l/d \leq 6.00$, when one end of the cylinder is in contact with the bottom surface of the disk, the other end of the cylinder is still in contact with the tank bottom. As a result of its decrease in $\beta$, the closest distance between cylinder and disk increases and the cylinder rises faster again. Similar effects are observed for the shorter cylinder with $l/d = 3.00$. For the cylinder with $l/d = 1.00$ and $2.00$, their decelerations happen at the height of $z \approx 0.785$ and $0.66$ respectively. For the cylinder with $4.00 \leq l/d \leq 6.00$, it decelerates because of inadequate space between its height point and the lower rotating disk surface.

For cylinders with $l/d = 1.00$, the maximum lift-off height $z = 0.813$ could be achieved in two situations: one is that the axis of the cylinder is almost perpendicular to the disk, and another is that the axis is almost parallel to the disk. Furthermore, the two situations appear alternatively while...
the cylinder is approaching the disk, which cause the fluctuations of vertical locations in Fig. 11 (a) and of vertical velocity in Fig. 11 (b).

The relationship between the particle elevation angle \( \beta \) and the vertical position is shown in Fig. 11 (c), it is noted that the angle \( \beta \) of the five cylinders with \( 2.00 \leq \ell/d \leq 6.00 \) reaches its peak value when the height of the cylinder’s centroid is \( z = 0.45 \text{C} \). As previously described, this is the moment when they start turning from vertical to horizontal. In addition, the maximum value of \( \beta \) decreases with increasing aspect ratio as a result of the limited space between the tank bottom and the disk.

To eliminate the influence of parallax while reconstructing the 3D coordinates of the cylinders, a 3D reconstruction principle (Cui et al., 2014; Lei et al., 2014; Zhang, 2000) was used and then the 3D trajectories of the cylinders with \( 1.00 \leq \ell/d \leq 6.00 \) were obtained, see Fig. 12 (a). The starting point corresponds to the moment when the particle is lifted to \( z = \left( 0.50 \pm 0.1 \right) \text{d} \) and the end point the moment with radial distance of the cylinder \( r = 0.5 \text{D} \).

Fig. 12 (b) shows the comparison for the cylinders’ swirling motion underneath the disk. The longest cylinder follows a shorter and more outside swirling path than the other five cylinders because the initial position for the longer cylinder is farther from the center than the shorter cylinder. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 12 (b), except for the cylinder with \( \ell/d \leq 1.00 \), the tangential velocity of the cylinders near the disk bottom decreases with increasing \( \ell/d \). The particularity of the cylinder with \( \ell/d = 1.00 \) is that the strong rotational motion of the cylinder and associated centrifugal force make that it rolls rather than aligns with the horizontal trajectory until it reaches the edge of the disk. This is why its velocity fluctuates as a function of the radial position. The orientation is very close to the tangential direction of the trajectory for the cylinders with \( \ell/d \) ranging from 1 to 6.

4. Conclusions

In this article, we investigated experimentally a single cylinder suspension in a laminar flow driven by a spinning disk. We employed various PTFE cylinders with different diameters and aspect ratios and measured the critical rotational speed of the disk to achieve lift-off \( N_{LO} \). The cylinder’s rising translational and rotational motion were captured by two cameras operated at 100 frames per second. We defined two angles to describe the orientation of the cylinder and used quantitative image analysis to obtain the detailed information on the motion of the cylinder.

The uncertainty of the measurement of the critical impeller speed \( N_{LO} \) is less than 1%. The experiments show that the parameters controlling the suspension process are the viscous Shields number \( \theta \) as well as the cylinder’s diameter which is the distance the cylinder protrudes into the laminar liquid flow above the tank bottom. Regarding the Shields number, involving in it the surface area of the cylinder is a good way to account for the cylinder’s aspect ratio.

The cylinder’s suspension process has been divided into three stages: 1) moving from the initial position to near bottom center and then moving over the tank bottom to an off-center location, 2) rising toward the disk, and 3) swirling underneath the disk. All three stages were analyzed in terms of the centroid location, the azimuth angle \( \phi \) and elevation angle \( \beta \). The trajectories and orientations of the cylinder at three stages are highly reproducible in the experiments although the time required for suspension presents some random characteristics. The cylinder’s surface roughness may be the main reason for this randomness. We quantitatively identified the sliding and rolling angles of cylinders before lift-off and found that the off-center sliding and self-rolling are more and more evident for the cylinders being lifted off.

We investigated the influence of aspect ratio on the cylinders’ motion. The cylinder’s deviation distance from the center of the bottom wall at lift off is almost linearly related to its aspect ratio. The cylinder’s upward motion is somewhat restricted by the limited space underneath the disk. This has the strongest impact on the longer cylinders. For a cylinder with aspect ratio of 1.00, we found a special phenomenon that two different situations appear alternatively while the cylinder is approaching the disk.

The information collected in this paper on a relatively simple system (one cylinder, laminar flow) is accurate validation material for critical assessment of computational methods to be used for the study of agitated suspension processes involving non-spherical solid particles under more challenging circumstances such as dense multi-particle systems mobilized by turbulent flow.
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